Abstract-Super-resolution reconstruction (SRR) is a process aimed at enhancing spatial resolution of images, either from a single observation, based on the learned relation between low and high resolution, or from multiple images presenting the same scene. SRR is particularly valuable, if it is infeasible to acquire images at desired resolution, but many images of the same scene are available at lower resolution-this is inherent to a variety of remote sensing scenarios. Recently, we have witnessed substantial improvement in single-image SRR attributed to the use of deep neural networks for learning the relation between low and high resolution. Importantly, deep learning has not been exploited for multiple-image SRR, which benefits from information fusion and in general allows for achieving higher reconstruction accuracy. In this letter, we introduce a new method which combines the advantages of multiple-image fusion with learning the low-tohigh resolution mapping using deep networks. The reported experimental results indicate that our algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art SRR methods, including these that operate from a single image, as well as those that perform multiple-image fusion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Super-resolution reconstruction (SRR) is aimed at generating a high-resolution (HR) image from a single or multiple low-resolution (LR) observations. In many cases, the SRR algorithms are the only possibility to obtain images of sufficient spatial resolution, as HR data may not be available due to high acquisition costs or sensor limitations. Such situations are an inherent problem to remote sensing, in particular concerning satellite imaging for Earth observation purposes.
The existing approaches towards SRR can be categorized into single-image and multiple-image methods. The former consist in learning the LR-HR relation from a large number of examples. This relation allows us to reconstruct an HR image from an LR scene (unseen during training). Multiple-image SRR is based on information fusion, which benefits from the differences (mainly subpixel shifts) between LR imagesin general, these approaches allow for more accurate reconstruction than single-image SRR, as they combine more data extracted from the analyzed scene. The recent advancements in deep learning, especially in deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs), have greatly improved single-image SRR, however it is worth noting that correct fusion of multiple LR images still offers higher reconstruction accuracy. Despite that, to the best of our knowledge, deep learning has not been employed for multiple-image SRR.
In this letter, our contribution lies in combining the advantages of single-image SRR based on deep learning with the benefits of information fusion offered by multiple-image reconstruction (Section II presents the related work). We introduce EvoNet (Section III), which employs a deep residual network, more specifically ResNet [15] , to enhance the capabilities of evolutionary imaging model (EvoIM) [11] for multiple-image SRR. The results of our extensive experimental validation (Section IV) focused on satellite imaging are highly encouraging and they show that EvoNet renders qualitatively and quantitatively better outcome than the state-of-the-art techniques for single-image and multiple-image SRR.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we outline the state of the art in multipleimage SRR (Section II-A), and we present the recent advancements in using deep learning for SRR (Section II-B).
A. Multiple-image super-resolution reconstruction
Existing techniques for multiple-image SRR are based on the premise that each LR observation I i : i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N } has been derived from an original HR image I (h) , degraded using an assumed imaging model (IM) that usually includes image warping, blurring, decimation and contamination with the noise. The reconstruction consists in reversing that degradation process, which requires solving an ill-posed optimization problem, therefore most SRR techniques employ some regularization to provide spatial smoothness of the reconstructed HR image I (sr) . In one of the earliest approaches, Irani and Peleg performed SRR relying on image registration (hence reducing the IM to subpixel shifts) [10] . A hierarchical subpixel displacement estimation was combined with the Bayesian reconstruction in the gradient projection algorithm (GPA) [19] . Another popular optimization technique applied here is the projection onto convex sets [1] , which consists in updating the HR target image iteratively based on the error measured between I (l) and a downsampled version of the reconstruction outcome I (sr) , degraded using the assumed IM. Farsiu et al. introduced fast and robust super-resolution (FRSR) [8] based on maximum likelihood estimation coupled with simplified regularization-importantly, the error is measured in the HR coordinates, thus avoiding the expensive scaling operation. Among other methods, adaptive Wiener filter [9] and random Markov fields [16] were used to specify the IM. Zhu et al. proposed adaptive detail enhancement (SR-ADE) [20] for reconstructing satellite images-a bilateral filter
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is employed to decompose the input images and amplify the high-frequency detail information.
Recently, we proposed the EvoIM method [11] , [12] , which employs a genetic algorithm to optimize the hyper-parameters that control the IM used in FRSR [8] , and to evolve the convolution kernels instead of the Gaussian blur used in FRSR. We showed that the reconstruction process can be effectively adapted to different imaging conditions-in particular, we used Sentinel-2 images at original resolution as LR inputs, and compared the reconstruction outcome with SPOT images presenting the same region.
B. Deep learning for single-image super-resolution
Inspired by earlier approaches based on sparse coding [3] , Dong et al. proposed super-resolution CNN (SRCNN) [5] , followed by its faster version (FSRCNN) [6] , for learning the LR-to-HR mapping from a number of LR-HR image pairs. Despite relatively simple architecture, SRCNN outperforms the state-of-the-art example-based methods. Liebel and Korner have successfully trained SRCNN with Sentinel-2 images, improving its capacities of enhancing satellite data [17] . The same architecture was used to improve spatial resolution of sea surface temperature maps [7] . Kim et al. addressed certain limitations of SRCNN with a very deep super-resolution network [13] which can be efficiently trained relying on fast residual learning. The domain expertise was exploited using a sparse coding network [18] , which achieves high training speed and model compactness. Lai et al. proposed deep Laplacian pyramid networks with progressive upsampling [14] , aimed at achieving high processing speed. Recently, generative adversarial networks (GANs) are being actively explored for SRR [15] . GANs are composed of a generator (ResNet in [15] ), trained to perform SRR, whose outcome is classified by a discriminator, learned to distinguish between the images reconstructed by the generator and the real HR images (used for reference). In this way, the generator is promoted for generating images that are hard to distinguish from the real ones, thus it also learns avoiding the artifacts.
III. THE PROPOSED EVONET ALGORITHM
A flowchart of the proposed method is presented in Fig. 1 .
First of all, each of LR input images (I (l)
i ) is subject to single-image SRR using ResNet. This step produces a set of N images
}, whose dimensions are 2× larger than those of I (l)
i . In parallel to that, the LR input set I (l) undergoes image registration to determine subpixel shifts between the images. The obtained single-image SRR outcomes (I (rn) ) alongside the subpixel shifts allow for composing the initial HR image X 0 using the median shift-and-add method (the dimensions are increased again 2×, hence 4× compared with I (l) i ). Finally, X 0 is subject to the iterative EvoIM process, which produces the final reconstruction outcome I (sr) .
A. Residual neural network applied to the input images
Each LR image
is independently enhanced using ResNet to obtain a higher-quality input data (I (rn) i ) for further multiple-image fusion. For this purpose, we exploit the architecture described in [15] , which is composed of 16 residual blocks with skip connections, and it is trained employing the mean square error (MSE) as the loss function (during training, ResNet is guided to reduce MSE between each HR image and the reconstruction outcome obtained from the artificially-degraded HR image). For EvoNet, we modify the final layer, which determines the upscaling factor (2× in our case, compared with 4× in [15] ).
B. Multiple-image fusion
The
i , the computed shift values are multiplied by 2 to compose X 0 . Subsequently, EvoIM solves the optimization problem (analogously to the FRSR method). The update step ∆X = X n+1 − X n is computed as:
where β is a hyper-parameter that controls the update step, A is a diagonal matrix representing the number of the LR measurements that contributed to X 0 , U (X ) is the regularization term controlled with the λ hyper-parameter, while B and B are 5 × 5 convolution kernels (in FRSR, B is the Gaussian blur and B = B T ). The hyper-parameters alongside the convolution kernels are optimized during the EvoIM evolutionary training. Importantly, ResNet and EvoIM are trained separately before they are combined within the EvoNet framework.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
For validation, we used three types of data in the test set, namely: (i) artificially-degraded (AD) images-10 scenes, for each a set I (l) obtained from an HR image I (h) with N = 4 different subpixel shifts applied before further degradation, each I (l) i of size 500 × 500 pixels, (ii) real satellite (RS+) images of the same region, acquired at different resolutionwe used three Sentinel-2 scenes as LR (N = 10 LR images in each scene), two of which are matched with SPOT images (presenting Bushehr, Iran, LR of size 300 × 291 pixels, and Bandar Abbas, Iran, 240×266 pixels) and one is matched with Digital Globe WorldView-4 image (Sydney, Australia, 92 × 90 pixels), and (iii) real satellite images available without any higher-resolution reference (RS−, over 20 scenes). For AD and RS+, we quantify the reconstruction quality based on the similarity between I (h) and I (sr) , and for RS−, we rely exclusively on subjective qualitative assessment (as no reference is available). The reconstruction outcome is evaluated quantitatively at the dimensions 2× larger than for input LR images (EvoNet and ResNet enlarge LR images 4×, so we downscale these outcomes 2× for fair comparison with the 
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Final SRR outcome I (sr) Fig. 1 . Flowchart of the proposed EvoNet algorithm-a set of N input images (I (l) ) is processed with ResNet, integrated into X 0 based on the shifts computed from I (l) , and the final reconstruction outcome I (sr) is obtained using EvoIM.
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ResNet [15] EvoIM [11] EvoNet Fig. 2 . Example of reconstruction from a set of low resolution images (obtained by degrading high resolution images), performed using several SRR methods.
remaining methods). For RS+, I (sr) is compared with Digital Globe and SPOT images, downscaled to fit the dimensions of I (sr) . In addition to peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM), we measure the similarity using more advanced metrics [2] : information fidelity criterion (IFC), visual information fidelity (VIF), universal image quality index (UIQI), and PSNR for images treated with a highpass filter (PSNR HF ) and local standard deviation (PSNR LS ). For all these metrics, higher values indicate higher similarity between the reconstruction outcome and the reference image.
EvoNet is compared with two single-image SRR methods: SRR based on wavelet transform (SR-DWT) [4] and ResNet [15] , and with three multiple-image ones: GPA [19] , SR-ADE [20] , and EvoIM [11] . EvoIM (also exploited in EvoNet) was trained separately for artificially-degraded images and for real satellite data, as reported in [11] , using PSNR HF [2] as the fitness function (there were no overlaps between training and test sets). ResNet was trained using images from the DIV2K dataset 1 . We implemented all the investigated algorithms in C++, and we used Python with Keras to implement ResNet. The experiments were run on an Intel i5 3.2 GHz computer with 16 GB RAM, and ResNet was trained on a GTX 1060 6 GB GPU.
1 DIV2K dataset is available at https://data.vision.ee.ethz.ch/cvl/DIV2K In Table I , we report the reconstruction accuracy for AD images alongside the processing times. For fair comparison, all the reconstruction tests were run on a CPU, which explains long times of ResNet and EvoNet (GPU was used only for training ResNet). EvoNet allows for the most accurate reconstruction, rendering consistently best scores, and multipleimage EvoIM renders higher scores than single-image SR-DWT and ResNet. Examples of reconstruction are presented in Fig. 2 -the outcome of ResNet is more blurred than EvoNet, with less details visible, and EvoIM produces definitely more artifacts; overall, EvoNet renders very plausible outcome, which most resembles the HR image. We have also tried to register the images after they are processed with ResNet- as expected, this decreases the reconstruction accuracy, while extending the processing time (see Table I ).
Quantitative results obtained for RS+ images are reported in Table II (we also show the values averaged over three images). It can be seen that for Sydney and Bandar Abbas, EvoNet renders highest scores for most metrics (including IFC and VIF which were found most meaningful for assessing SRR [2] ). For Bushehr, the scores differ less among the methods, and the metrics are not consistent in indicating the most accurate method-possibly because this image contains more plain areas compared with two remaining scenes. Average PSNR is highest for ResNet, which can be caused by using MSE as the loss function for training (PSNR is based on MSE). All other metrics indicate that EvoNet outperforms the remaining methods. From Fig. 3 , it can be seen that the quantitative results are coherent with the visual assessment-all the methods increase the interpretation capacities compared with LR, and the outcome obtained using EvoNet recovers more details than ResNet, without introducing the artifacts visible for EvoIM.
The outcomes obtained for RS− images (without any HR reference) generally confirm our observations discussed for RS+ images. In Fig. 4 , we show an interesting example of reconstruction from Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera images. It is worth noting that these LR images contain some artifacts in a form of faint vertical stripes, which result from the sensor characteristics (the images were not preprocessed). In this case, not only does EvoNet render the highest reconstruction quality, but it also manages to make these artifacts less apparent compared with EvoIM and ResNet (this can be explained by the fact that ResNet changes the artifacts to be grid-like, which can be further reduced during the fusion).
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this letter, we proposed a novel method for multipleimage super-resolution which exploits the recent advancements in deep learning. We demonstrated that the ResNet deep CNN applied to enhance each individual LR image before performing the multiple-image fusion, can substantially improve the final super-resolved image. The reported quantitative and qualitative results indicate that the proposed approach is highly competitive with the state of the art both in single-image SRR, as well as in multiple-image super-resolution.
Our ongoing work is aimed at developing deep architectures for learning the entire process of multiple-image reconstruction, possibly including image registration.
